This week we have said thank you to our retiring Head Boy Ellis
Statham and his deputy Jack Hilditch, Head Girl Edie Whitehead and
her deputy Rosie Beaumont. We have welcomed our new Head Boy
Noah Negus and his deputy Saul Taylor and Head Girl Heidi Sheard
and her deputy Maya Barnett. Ellis, Edie, Jack and Rosie will now lead
our ‘Safeguarding council’.

Year 2 has been discovering the world and shared their experiences
with each other. Our fraction experts in year 4 have continued to
cement their knowledge in maths. The great thinkers of year 5 have
been learning about the influence they had on the world. This
learning was accompanied by year 3 who had their first violin lesson,
and amazingly the music coming from their classroom was lovely.
What a fantastic team of athletes we have! They took part in the
indoor athletic competition, after competing in many events against
other local primary schools Mossley were the winners and were
awarded with the trophy to add to our ever growing collection. Well
done team, we are very proud of you…..Next step, Sandbach level 2
competition.

Dates for your diary
Monday:- Multiflex indoor Athletics 3.30-4.30
Tuesday:- Miss Devereux’s Friends and family Lunch 12.30
Wednesday:- Multiflex Football 3.30-4.30
Year 4 Ironbridge meeting 3.30
Thursday:- Cheshire finals football year 5&6 11-4
Mossley Pre-school fund raiser 6.30pm
Thumbs up Thursday Reception 8.50am
Friday:- Multiflex Gymnastics 3.30-4.30

Hall of fame
It has been a fabulous week for pupil achievements, those that stood
out were awarded an achievement certificate in our celebration
assembly; Bradley Branes, Keian Turner,Elysia Nunes, April Clark,
Connor Ison, Flo Nuttall, Hal Macconnell, Euan Jones, Heath Brittain,

Matthew Adlam, Woody Leyland, Sam Wood, Lewis Robinson, James
Evans, Isabella Munn, Cameron Bromfield, Ella Clack, Kieran
Richardson, Eve Jackson, Joshua Johnson and Jessica Pedley.
Those awarded certificates for demonstrating kindness and maturity
in friendship were: Lenore Quinn, Chloe Butler and Hollie TaylorLivingstone.

Throughout the week the midday assistants have been noting
children who showed exemplary manners during lunch times. The
children were; Olivia Smith, Luca Dutton, Ella Smith, Harry Searle,
Tyler Meakin Jones, Conah Hawtin, Edie Whitehead and James Mills.
These nominated children were awarded with a VIP lunch

Notices
There are currently new photos on our website under each
class page for you to enjoy.
If you are missing anything, there are a lot of items in the
Lost Property, please come in and have a look.

